Photo Identification Cards

Photo ID cards will be issued to students. They will be required to be worn at all times, visible from the front at or above the waist while at school or at school functions, and while riding district transportation. Students may use any lanyard to display their photo ID card. Replacement cards and lanyard can be purchased in the Library for $5.00.

Pants, Shorts, & Skirts

All pants, shorts, and skirts must be appropriate sized and worn at the natural waist.
- Colors: Khaki, Navy Blue, Black
- No denim material
- No cargo style
Shorts and skirts may not be shorter than the length of the ID when placed at top of the knee.
- No athletic shorts
- Solid black, white, or navy blue leggings may be worn underneath shorts or skirts.

Shirts & Hoodies

Plain front polo style shirt with collar.
- Maroon, Navy, Gray, Tan

Rancier Middle School or Killeen High School Spirit Shirts
- Must state Rancier, Ka-Roo, Killeen HS, or Kangaroos

Hoodies that are mostly solid may be worn inside the building.
- Hoods should be removed from the head inside the building.

Footwear

Footwear color is parent/student discretion. No slides, house slippers, shoes with wheels or spikes, water shores, sock shoes

Headwear

Students may not carry hats to class and may not loop hats on belt loops. Doo rags / bandanas are not allowed anywhere on campus or at any school sponsored event.

Other

Eyebrow Slashes are not allowed. Students will be required to fill slashes

Wallet chains or chains of any kind are not allowed.